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ナラティブ経済学
2021-07-30

あなたの経済の見方がガラリと変わる 人々が紡ぎ出す ナラティブ お話 が経済を動かす様子をビビットに描き出した渾身作

エブリデイ・ユートピア
2024-05-28

トマ ピケティ絶賛 ユートピアは夢物語ではない プラトンから現代まで 多様な共同体の豊富な実例を参照しながらより幸福な暮らしのあり方を考える 閉塞感に満ちた時代の希望の一冊 ユートピア イズ バッ
ク 歴史は夢みる人によって作られてきた 必読 トマ ピケティ 21世紀の資本 絶賛 ユートピア 夢物語ではない 私的生活から社会を変える 古代ギリシャのピタゴラスから 現代コロンビアの 家母長制
エコビレッジまで 様々な思想やコミュニティの実践を参照しながら 戦闘的オプティミズムで 資本主義リアリズムと冷笑に挑む

The Wall Street Journal Guide to the Business of Life
2005-06-07

almost everything you need to know about leading the good life too many decisions too many
choices what today s smart consumer must have is a money and time saving guide for conducting the
business of life both the big challenges such as getting top notch health care for the family and
the best education for the kids and the pleasurable ones like plotting the family summer vacation
nancy keates and her expert colleagues at the wall street journal provide all new material that
gives the lowdown on the savvy traveler how to cut to the chase and not only avoid the indignity
of cramped plane seats and overpriced tickets but also get the best and safest seats at the same
time the fine art of dining and drinking landing the hottest table in town at a discount picking
wine without becoming a wine snob and learning about barley matters the newest hottest beers how
to speak geek demystifying tech trends with smart advice on not only what high tech gadgets to
buy but how to shop for them everything you need to know about buying selling and financing a car
how to get the best and safest vehicle at the best price real estate will the bubble burst here s
how to be an informed buyer and seller along with the basics of remodeling and designing your
home how to be an informed patient choosing a hospital playing private investigator with your m d
and learning about the tests you really ought to have even if you have to pay for them yourself
getting real bang for your education bucks what you need to know from preschool through college
and graduate school the great balancing act managing work and family and finding out how to avoid
the overstretched child and parent syndromes financing your life it was easy in the 1990s but the
world has changed dramatically here s how to deal with the new world of saving investing and
borrowing money shopping the new sex throw away your kama sutra the number one thrill in shopping
is getting a good deal here s how to play the game and get the best stuff at the best price the
wall street journal guide to the business of life is both an instruction manual for living life
to the fullest and a fun read about what really matters in the day to day it has all the basic
insight and information you need to navigate through life along with hilarious side trips such as
the three decorator experience and cruises sailing new waters

The Liar's Ball
2014-10-06

inside the world of the real great gatsby of new york real estate harry macklowe is one of the
most notorious wheelers and dealers of the real estate world and liar s ball is the story of the
gamblers and thieves who populate his world watch as harry makes the gutsy bid for midtown
manhattan s famous gm building and put almost no money down landing the billion dollar
transaction that made him the poster child for new york s real estate royalty listen in on the
secret conversations back door deals and blackmail that put macklowe and his cronies on top and
set them up for an enormous fall vanity fair contributing editor vicky ward skillfully paints the
often scandalous picture of the giants who owned the new york skyline until their empires came
crumbling down in the 2008 financial crisis based on more than 200 interviews with real estate
moguls like donald trump william zeckendorf mort zuckerman and david simon liar s ball is the
never before told story of the egomaniacal elites of new york city read about the epic rise and
fall of one of the richest american real estate barons outlandish greed and cravings for power
attention and love relationships built and destroyed by vanity and gossip the bursting of the
real estate bubble and its aftermath this is no fiction this is a real life tale of extravagance
ambition and power harry macklowe ruthlessly clawed his way to the top with the help of his loyal
followers each grubbing for a piece of the real estate pie liar s ball reveals their secrets and
tells the tale of business as usual for this group lying backstabbing and moving in for the kill
when things look patchy from the bestselling author of the devil s casino comes an expos on the
real estate elite that you ll hardly believe

The Bill Gates Problem
2023-11-14

new york times editors choice a powerful investigation of bill gates and the gates foundation
showing how he uses philanthropy to exercise enormous political power without accountability
through his vaunted philanthropy bill gates transformed himself from a tech villain into one of
the most admired people on the planet even as divorce proceedings and allegations of misconduct



have recently tarnished his public image the beneficence of the gates foundation celebrated for
spending billions to save lives around the globe is taken as a given but as tim schwab shows in
this fearless investigation gates is still exactly who he was at microsoft a bully and monopolist
convinced of his own righteousness and intent on imposing his ideas his solutions and his
leadership on everyone else at the core he is not a selfless philanthropist but a power broker a
clever engineer who has innovated a way to turn extreme wealth into immense political influence
and who has made us believe we should applaud his acquisition of power not challenge it piercing
the blinding halo that has for too long shielded the world s most powerful and most secretive
charitable organization from public scrutiny the bill gates problem shows how gates s billions
have purchased a stunning level of control over public policy private markets scientific research
and the news media whether he is pushing new educational standards in america health reforms in
india global vaccine policy during the pandemic or western industrialized agriculture throughout
africa gates s heady social experimentation has shown itself to be not only undemocratic but also
ineffective in many places bill gates is hurting the very people he intends to help no less than
dark money campaign contributions or big business political lobbying bill gates s philanthropic
empire needs to be seen as a problem of money in politics it is a dangerous model of
unconstrained power that threatens democracy and demands our attention

Willing's Press Guide and Advertisers' Directory and Handbook
1891

want to be a rocket riding tech titan you ve come to the right school elon musk s billionaire
school makes it simple to follow in elon s footsteps and accumulate the wealth and power of a
medium sized nation in just 30 days capitalise on these easy lessons drawn from the lives
philosophies and business practices of the alpha billionaires who are shaping humanity s future
including jeff bezos mark zuckerberg and of course elon himself it s the complete foolproof
resource for your billionaire s journey from founding your first startup through to becoming high
god emperor of mars elon musk s billionaire school enrol today escape the planet tomorrow

Elon Musk's Billionaire School
2022-10-13

atlanta magazine s editorial mission is to engage our community through provocative writing
authoritative reporting and superlative design that illuminate the people the issues the trends
and the events that define our city the magazine informs challenges and entertains our readers
each month while helping them make intelligent choices not only about what they do and where they
go but what they think about matters of importance to the community and the region atlanta
magazine s editorial mission is to engage our community through provocative writing authoritative
reporting and superlative design that illuminate the people the issues the trends and the events
that define our city the magazine informs challenges and entertains our readers each month while
helping them make intelligent choices not only about what they do and where they go but what they
think about matters of importance to the community and the region

Atlanta Magazine
2003-11

an enthralling and comprehensive look into the contemporary state of one of the wealthiest and
most misunderstood family dynasties in the world perfect for fans of succession and house of
gucci the gettys are one of the wealthiest and most misunderstood family dynasties oil magnate j
paul getty once the richest man in the world is the patriarch of an extraordinary cast of sons
grandchildren and great grandchildren while some have been brought low by mental illness drug
addiction and one of the most sensational kidnapping cases of the 20th century many of getty s
heirs have achieved great success in addition to mark getty a cofounder of getty images and anne
g earhart an award winning environmentalist others have made significant marks in a variety of
fields from music and viniculture to politics and lgbtq rights now across four continents a new
generation of lively unique and even outrageous gettys is emerging and not coasting on the
dynasty s still immense wealth august getty designs extravagant gowns worn by katy perry cher and
other stars his sibling nats a fellow lgbtq rights activist who announced his gender transition
following his wedding to transgender icon gigi gorgeous produces a line of exclusive streetwear
their fascinating cousins include balthazar a multi hyphenate actor director dj designer and
isabel a singer songwriter and mba candidate a far flung yet surprisingly close knit group the
ascendant gettys are bringing this iconic family onto the global stage in the 21st century
through extensive research including access to j paul getty s diaries and love letters and fresh
interviews with family members and friends growing up getty offers an enthralling and revealing
look into the benefits and burdens of being part of today s world of the ultra wealthy

Growing Up Getty
2022-07-05

from nobel prize winning economist and new york times bestselling author robert shiller a
groundbreaking account of how stories help drive economic events and why financial panics can
spread like epidemic viruses stories people tell about financial confidence or panic housing



booms or bitcoin can go viral and powerfully affect economies but such narratives have
traditionally been ignored in economics and finance because they seem anecdotal and unscientific
in this groundbreaking book robert shiller explains why we ignore these stories at our peril and
how we can begin to take them seriously using a rich array of examples and data shiller argues
that studying popular stories that influence individual and collective economic behavior what he
calls narrative economics may vastly improve our ability to predict prepare for and lessen the
damage of financial crises and other major economic events the result is nothing less than a new
way to think about the economy economic change and economics in a new preface shiller reflects on
some of the challenges facing narrative economics discusses the connection between disease
epidemics and economic epidemics and suggests why epidemiology may hold lessons for fighting
economic contagions

Tax Reform Act of 1975
1976

froma harrop covers a multitude of topics in her syndicated column and gives her commentary on
politics economics and culture she is a nationally syndicated opinion columnist for creators
syndicate this is a collection of the very best of froma harrop from 2014

Narrative Economics
2020-09-01

a revised updated and retitled edition of david boaz s classic book libertarianism a primer which
was praised as uniting history philosophy economics and law spiced with just the right anecdotes
to bring alive a vital tradition of american political thought that deserves to be honored today
richard a epstein university of chicago libertarianism the philosophy of personal and economic
freedom has deep roots in western civilization and in american history and it s growing stronger
two long wars chronic deficits the financial crisis the costly drug war the campaigns of ron paul
and rand paul the growth of executive power under presidents bush and obama and the revelations
about nsa abuses have pushed millions more americans in a libertarian direction libertarianism a
primer by david boaz the longtime executive vice president of the cato institute continues to be
the best available guide to the history ideas and growth of this increasingly important political
movement and now it has been updated throughout and with a new title the libertarian mind boaz
has updated the book with new information on the threat of government surveillance the policies
that led up to and stemmed from the 2008 financial crisis corruption in washington and the
unsustainable welfare state the libertarian mind is the ultimate resource for the current
burgeoning libertarian movement

Froma Harrop: Politics, Economics and Culture
2016-06-16

explosive esquire epic financial times riveting vanity fair sumner redstone was the ceo of
hollywood s most influential company the powerhouse behind indiana jones and star wars film
studios and tv production companies a fleet of private jets and tailor made jewellery lines he
was notorious for his fearsome temper his all consuming ambition and his pledge to live forever
until one day he lost control unscripted is the story of an empire embroiled in scandal a will in
tatters and a family on the edge of self destruction it sounds too outrageous to be true except
it is longlisted for the financial times business book of the year award a racy tale of big money
bigger egos and metoo disgrace the times addicted to succession well here s the real thing
hollywood reporter

The Libertarian Mind
2015-02-10

a primer on democratic socialism for those who are extremely skeptical of it america is
witnessing the rise of a new generation of socialist activists more young people support
socialism now than at any time since the labor movement of the 1920s the democratic socialists of
america a big tent leftist organization has just surpassed 50 000 members nationwide in the fall
of 2018 one of the most influential congressmen in the democratic party lost a primary to
alexandria ocasio cortez a 28 year old socialist who had never held office before but what does
all this mean should we be worried about our country or should we join the march toward our
bright socialist future in why you should be a socialist nathan j robinson will give readers a
primer on twenty first century socialism what it is what it isn t and why everyone should want to
be a part of this exciting new chapter of american politics from the heyday of occupy wall street
through bernie sanders 2016 presidential campaign and beyond young progressives have been
increasingly drawn to socialist ideas however the movement s goals need to be defined more
sharply before it can effect real change on a national scale likewise liberals and conservatives
will benefit from a deeper understanding of the true nature of this ideology whether they agree
with it or not robinson s charming accessible and well argued book will convince even the most
skeptical readers of the merits of socialist thought



Unscripted
2023-02-16

while the global economy languishes one place just keeps growing despite failing banks uncertain
markets and high unemployment silicon valley in the last two years more than 100 incubators have
popped up there and the number of angel investors has skyrocketed today 40 percent of all venture
capital investments in the united states come from silicon valley firms compared to 10 percent
from new york in secrets of silicon valley entrepreneur and media commentator deborah perry
piscione takes us inside this vibrant ecosystem where meritocracy rules the day she explores
silicon valley s exceptionally risk tolerant culture and why it thrives despite the many laws
that make california one of the worst states in the union for business drawing on interviews with
investors entrepreneurs and community leaders as well as a host of case studies from google to
paypal piscione argues that silicon valley s unique culture is the best hope for the future of
american prosperity and the global business community and offers lessons from the valley to
inspire reform in other communities and industries from washington dc to wall street

Why You Should Be a Socialist
2019-12-10

amazon unbound is an unvarnished picture of amazon s unprecedented growth and its billionaire
founder jeff bezos revealing the most important business story of our time from the author of the
everything store

Secrets of Silicon Valley
2013-04-02

journalism permeates our lives and shapes our thoughts in ways that we have long taken for
granted whether it is national public radio in the morning or the lead story on the today show
the morning newspaper headlines up to the minute internet news grocery store tabloids time
magazine in our mailbox or the nightly news on television journalism pervades our lives the
encyclopedia of journalism covers all significant dimensions of journalism such as print
broadcast and internet journalism u s and international perspectives and history technology legal
issues and court cases ownership and economics the encyclopedia will consist of approximately 500
signed entries from scholars experts and journalists under the direction of lead editor gregory
borchard of university of nevada las vegas

Amazon Unbound
2021-05-11

a spirited tour through 2 500 years of utopian thinking and experiments to tease out better ways
of imagining our domestic lives from childrearing and housing to gender roles and private
property and a look at the communities putting these seemingly fanciful visions into practice
today

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Journalism
2022-02-22

a senior editor at mother jones dives into the lives of the extremely rich showing the
fascinating otherworldly realm they inhabit and the insidious ways this realm harms us all

Everyday Utopia
2023-05-16

based on exclusive interviews the inside story of how america s emergency response system failed
and how it remains dangerously broken when hurricane katrina roared ashore on the morning of
august 29 2005 federal and state officials were not prepared for the devastation it would bring
despite all the drills exercises and warnings in this troubling exposé of what went wrong
christopher cooper and robert block of the wall street journal show that the flaws go much deeper
than out of touch federal bureaucrats or overwhelmed local politicians drawing on exclusive
interviews with federal state and local officials cooper and block take readers inside the
federal emergency management agency and the department of homeland security to reveal the
inexcusable mismanagement during hurricane katrina the bad decisions that were made the facts
that were ignored the individuals who saw that the system was broken but were unable to fix it
america s top emergency response officials had long known that a calamitous hurricane was likely
to hit new orleans but that seems to have had little effect on planning or execution disaster
demonstrates that the incompetent response to hurricane katrina is a wake up call to all
americans wherever they live about how distressingly vulnerable we remain washington is ill
equipped to handle large scale emergencies be they floods or fires natural events or terrorist
attacks and cooper and block make a strong case for overhauling of the nation s emergency
response system this is a book that no american can afford to ignore



Journal of the Senate of Virginia
1922

provides a comprehensive introduction to the study of inequality covering key topics such as race
class and gender

Journal of the Senate of the Commonwealth of Virginia
1922

atlanta magazine s editorial mission is to engage our community through provocative writing
authoritative reporting and superlative design that illuminate the people the issues the trends
and the events that define our city the magazine informs challenges and entertains our readers
each month while helping them make intelligent choices not only about what they do and where they
go but what they think about matters of importance to the community and the region atlanta
magazine s editorial mission is to engage our community through provocative writing authoritative
reporting and superlative design that illuminate the people the issues the trends and the events
that define our city the magazine informs challenges and entertains our readers each month while
helping them make intelligent choices not only about what they do and where they go but what they
think about matters of importance to the community and the region

Jackpot
2022-04-12

the encyclopedia of northern kentucky is the authoritative reference on the people places history
and rich heritage of the northern kentucky region the encyclopedia defines an overlooked region
of more than 450 000 residents and celebrates its contributions to agriculture art architecture
commerce education entertainment literature medicine military science and sports often referred
to as one of the points of the golden triangle because of its proximity to lexington and
louisville northern kentucky is made up of eleven counties along the ohio river boone bracken
campbell carroll gallatin grant kenton mason owen pendleton and robertson with more than 2 000
entries 170 images and 13 maps this encyclopedia will help readers appreciate the region s unique
history and culture as well as the role of northern kentucky in the larger history of the
commonwealth of kentucky and the nation describes the golden triangle of kentucky an economically
prosperous area with high employment investment and job creation rates contains entries on
institutions of higher learning including northern kentucky university thomas more college and
three community and technical colleges details the historic cities of covington newport bellevue
dayton and ludlow and their renaissance along the shore of the ohio river illustrates the
importance of the cincinnati northern kentucky international airport as well as major
corporations such as ashland fidelity investments omnicare toyota north america and united states
playing card

Disaster
2007-04-01

with the passage of the eighteenth amendment drying up new york city promised to be the greatest
triumph of the proponents of prohibition instead the city remained the nation s greatest liquor
market smugglers bootleggers and scofflaws focuses on liquor smuggling to tell the story of
prohibition in new york city using previously unstudied coast guard records from 1920 to 1933 for
new york city and environs ellen nickenzie lawson examines the development of rum row and
smuggling via the coasts of long island the long island sound the jersey shore and along the
hudson and east rivers lawson demonstrates how smuggling syndicates on the lower east side the
west side and little italy contributed to the emergence of the broadway mob she also explores new
york city s scofflaw population patrons of thirty thousand speakeasies and five hundred
nightclubs as well as how politicians fiorello la guardia james jimmy walker nicholas murray
butler pauline morton sabin and al smith articulated their views on prohibition to the nation
lawson argues that in their assertion of the freedom to drink alcohol for enjoyment new york s
smugglers bootleggers and scofflaws belong in the american tradition of defending liberty the
result was the historically unprecedented step of repeal of a constitutional amendment with
passage of the twenty first amendment in 1933

Inequality
2022-01-06

atlanta magazine s editorial mission is to engage our community through provocative writing
authoritative reporting and superlative design that illuminate the people the issues the trends
and the events that define our city the magazine informs challenges and entertains our readers
each month while helping them make intelligent choices not only about what they do and where they
go but what they think about matters of importance to the community and the region atlanta
magazine s editorial mission is to engage our community through provocative writing authoritative
reporting and superlative design that illuminate the people the issues the trends and the events
that define our city the magazine informs challenges and entertains our readers each month while



helping them make intelligent choices not only about what they do and where they go but what they
think about matters of importance to the community and the region

Atlanta Magazine
2003-11

it takes courage to turn your dreams into reality it takes courage just to have a dream in the
first place but where can you find courage and how can you use courage to draw true satisfaction
from your life for each of us the journey to find courage is different but within the pages of
making the courage connection you ll find the wisdom and inspiration necessary to discover the
courage to follow your own heart and lead a fulfilled life through the inspiring stories of
ordinary people who freed themselves from fear doug hall explains how to break free from fear one
step at a time prune away doubts and live life on your own terms whether you want to start a new
career build new relationships teach your children discipline or even lead a multimillion dollar
project you can find your own special brand of courage making the courage connection is an
essential tool for success in work and life

The Encyclopedia of Northern Kentucky
2014-10-17

packed with chilling stories ghostly encounters is filled with practical information for anyone
who dares to spend a night in a haunted house frances kermeen bought the myrtles plantation of st
francisville la with the dream of turning the historic site into a cozy inn but she was shocked
to discover that the property was haunted instead of losing customers however business exploded
since then kermeen has traveled to over 150 haunted inns and hotels throughout the u s and
collected some of the creepiest ghost stories ever told and they re all true readers will enter
the oatman hotel where the distinct outline of a man once murdered in the room remains imprinted
on the sheets no matter how many times the maids change them and in the garden of the myrtles
plantation two little girls who were poisoned there in 1824 are often seen playing

Smugglers, Bootleggers, and Scofflaws
2013-09-26

as any resident restaurateur or realtor will tell you new york s upper west side that swath of
manhattan between central park and the hudson river from roughly columbus circle to columbia
university is the place for fashionable dining dwelling and dressing up but the young urban
professionals now discovering the area and many oldtimers too might be surprised to learn that
other colonists had preceded them by two or three hundred years dutch farmers and english gentry
with names like theunis idens van huys hendrick hendrickon bosch charles ward apthorpe and oliver
de lancey the names of many later residents are more familiar edgar allan poe william tecumseh
sherman lillian russell diamond jim brady florenz ziegfeld arturo toscanini fanny brice william
randolph hearst theodore dreiser lewis mumford humphrey bogart he was a child there lauren bacall
so was she gertrude stein mae west leonard bernstein john lennon quite a neighborhood and peter
salwen s upper west side story is quite a book an engaging often hilarious history of this
fabulous city within a city it is a treasury of colorful biographies of farmers tycoons thieves
and artists it is an architectural grand tour of the dakota the ansonia lincoln center and the
romantic residential skyscrapers of central park west it is a compendium of manhattan lore and
delightful as well as occasionally horrifying trivia enough to turn even a casual browser into
the compleat upper west sider the story of this dynamic neighborhood begins with the colonial
period when merchant princes commanded royal views of the hudson until the approach of washington
s troops drove them from their mansions and continues through the bucolic nineteenth century when
the bloomingdale lunatic asylum at 116th and broadway site of today s columbia university was the
upper west side s prime tourist attraction by the turn of the twentieth century the fashionable
west end as the neighborhood was then known boasted extravagant mansions and private homes grand
parks and equestrian boulevards and its own unique theatrical and night life author peter salwen
chronicles those high living years and the half century of inexorable decline that followed with
its poverty and often sensational crime and brings us up to date with a lively account of the
1980s galloping renaissance this book is living history an unfinished story generously
illustrated with vintage engravings and photos of the buildings and people great and humble those
still with us and those that are no more also included are special walking tours to suit all
levels of ambition and energy and a who s who of famous and infamous residents and where they
lived dust jacket

Atlanta Magazine
2003-11

winner of the bruss real estate book award his assignment was to write about a real estate frenzy
lighting up the redneck riviera so ryan dezember settled in and bought a home nearby himself then
the market crashed and he became one of the millions of americans who suddenly owed more on their
homes than they were worth a flood of foreclosures made it impossible to sell it didn t help that
his quaint neighborhood fell into disrepair and drug induced despair he had no choice but to
become a reluctant and wildly unprofitable landlord to move on meanwhile his reporting showed how



the speculative mania that caused the crash opened the u s housing market to a much larger breed
of investors in this deeply personal story dezember shows how decisions on wall street and in
washington played out on his street in a corner of the sunbelt that was convulsed by the
foreclosure crisis readers will witness the housing market collapse from dezember s perch as a
newspaper reporter first he s in the boom to bust south where a hot air balloonist named bob
shallow becomes one of the world s top selling real estate agents arranging condo flips
developers flop in spectacular fashion and the law catches up with a beach town mayor on the take
later he s in new york among financiers like blackstone s stephen schwarzman who are building
rental empires out of foreclosures staking claim to the bastion of middle class wealth the single
family home through it all dezember is an underwater homeowner caught up in the mess a cautionary
tale of wall street s push to turn homes into assets underwater is a powerful incisive story that
chronicles the crash and its aftermath from a fresh perspective the forgotten middle class
homeowner

Making the Courage Connection
1998-02-19

packed with real world examples and cases this fully updated edition of understanding business
ethics prepares students for the ethical dilemmas they may face in their chosen careers by
providing broad comprehensive coverage of business ethics from a global perspective the book s 26
cases profile a variety of industries countries and ethical issues including online privacy music
piracy ponzi schemes fraud product recall insider trading and dangerous working conditions such
as four cases that emphasize the positive aspects of business ethics in addition to unique
chapters on information technology the developing world and the environment the authors present
aacsb recommended topics such as the responsibility of business in society ethical decision
making ethical leadership and corporate governance taking a managerial approach the second
edition of this best seller is designed to provide a clear understanding of the contemporary
issues surrounding business ethics through the exploration of engaging and provocative case
studies that are relevant and meaningful to students lives with an emphasis on applied hands on
analysis of the cases presented this textbook will instill in your students the belief that
business ethics really do matter

Federal Estate and Gift Taxes
1976

00 frederick billings was the first lawyer to hang his shingle in san francisco the man who named
the city of berkeley and an instrumental figure in founding the university of california an early
conservationist and advocate of national parks billings was also president of the northern
pacific railroad this riveting biography captures not only billings s dynamic life but also the
spirit and excitement of california during the gold rush era frederick billings was the first
lawyer to hang his shingle in san francisco the man who named the city of berkeley and an
instrumental figure in founding the university of california an early conservationist and
advocate of national parks billings was also president of the northern pacific railroad this
riveting biography captures not only billings s dynamic life but also the spirit and excitement
of california during the gold rush era

Ghostly Encounters
2002-10-02

the cotton kings relates a rip roaring drama of competition in the marketplace and reveals the
damage markets can cause when they do not work properly it also explains how they can be fixed
through careful regulation at the turn of the twentieth century cotton was still the major
agricultural product of the american south and an important commodity for world industry key to
marketing cotton were futures contracts traded at exchanges in new york and new orleans futures
contracts had the potential to hedge risk and reduce price volatility but only if the markets in
which they were traded worked properly increasing corruption on the powerful new york cotton
exchange pushed prices steadily downwards in the 1890s impoverishing millions of cotton farmers
the u s department of agriculture tried to solve the problem with better crop predictions and
market information shared equally and simultaneously with all participants but these efforts
failed to fight the cotton market s corruption cotton brokers in new orleans led by william p
brown and frank hayne began quietly to assemble resources they triumphed in the summer of 1903
when they cornered the world market in cotton and raised its price to reflect the reality of
increasing demand and struggling supply the brokers success pushed up the price of cotton for the
next ten years however the structural problems of self regulation by market participants still
threatened the cotton trade more corruption at the new york cotton exchange appeared until
eventually political pressure inspired the cotton futures act of 1914 the federal government s
first successful regulation of a financial derivative

Upper West Side Story
1989

covering an exhaustive range of information about the five boroughs the first edition of the



encyclopedia of new york city was a success by every measure earning worldwide acclaim and
several awards for reference excellence and selling out its first printing before it was
officially published but much has changed since the volume first appeared in 1995 the world trade
center no longer dominates the skyline a billionaire businessman has become an unlikely three
term mayor and urban regeneration chelsea piers the high line dumbo williamsburg the south bronx
the lower east side has become commonplace to reflect such innovation and change this definitive
one volume resource on the city has been completely revised and expanded the revised edition
includes 800 new entries that help complete the story of new york from air train to e zpass from
september 11 to public order the new material includes broader coverage of subject areas
previously underserved as well as new maps and illustrations virtually all existing entries
spanning architecture politics business sports the arts and more have been updated to reflect the
impact of the past two decades the more than 5 000 alphabetical entries and 700 illustrations of
the second edition of the encyclopedia of new york city convey the richness and diversity of its
subject in great breadth and detail and will continue to serve as an indispensable tool for
everyone who has even a passing interest in the american metropolis
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